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Closing of RKCNDY sends Seattle's all-ages ;
;
music scene down for the count
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Letters to the Editor
Campus Card

I

"The new campus cardcariesforwardthe capabilities
>fthe oldGriffin "Vali-dine"
cardsystem. In other words,
the ability to identify access
to the residence halls (for
theresidents 'protection)and
the amounts spent at the

campus

food

service
facillities (to track usage
" of
deposited).
money
the
On Tuesday, October 7th, The Spectator published an article written by Justin
Ribiero regarding certain aspects of the
Campus Card. We at the Campus Card
Office are delighted about the level of
enthusiasm, questioning that has arisen
with the riseof the new program, and we

wouldlike to clarify what the card really
does.
The new campus card carries forward
the capabilities of the old Griffin "Validine" card system. In other words, the
ability to identify access to the residence
halls (for the residents' protection) and
the amounts spent at the campus food
service facillities (to track usage of the
money deposited). Information about
items that are checked out of the library
has not and is not available on the new
card system.
In the future, the deposits made for
expenses in the Book Store, snack machines,andlaundry facillities willalsobe
available for reconciliation.
However, we only know the amount
spent and not thespecific item purchased.
Specific items purchased are tracked for
vendors to improve theselectionsofgoods
sold.
Access to thenewcard systemis strictly
controlled. Very few people arte actually
allowed to use the system andeven those
allowed access are restricted on what
they can view on what they need to know.

October 28, 1999

CORRECTIONS
Inthe Oct.21 issue ofTheSpectator,
Columnist Molly McCarthy was mistakenly noted as being a communications major.Molly McCarthyis a sociology major.

Inthe Oct. 21issue of TheSpectator,
Justin Ribiero mistakenfy attributed
library checkout capabilities to the
"one-card." The "one-card" does not
have the ability to check-out library
materials.

Confidentiality of student information
complies with the Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA).
We hope the new Campus Card offers
newandexpandedopportunitiesandconvenience for students, staff and faculty.
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I'm Steven Klein, LSAT
specialist.Fourteen years and
3000 students later, Idon't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
il than !a- That's why Istill
teach my own classes. That's
why you should callme.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weeklyhelp sessions and five
mock exams for thereasonable
price of
I can answer any LSAT
question let me prove it. Call
now for a free seminar:
624-4915
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When

it comes to planning a comfortable future, America's best and
brightest turn to the expert: TIAA-CREF.
With over$230 billion in assets under
management, we're the world's largest
retirement system, the nations leader in
customer satisfaction,0 and theoverwhelming choice of people in education, research,
andrelated fields.
ExpertiseYou CanCount On
For 80 years,TIAA-CREF has introduced intelligent solutions to Americas longterm planning needs. We pioneered the
portable pension, invented the variable
annuity, and popularized the very concept
of stock investing for retirement. In fact,
we manage the largest stock account in the
Visit us on the Internet

world (based onassets under management).
Today, TIAA-CREF can help you
achieve evenmore ofyour financial goals.
From tax-deferred annuities and IRAs to
mutual funds, you'll find the flexibility
and choice you need, backed by a proven
history of performance, remarkably low
expenses, and peerless commitment to
personal service.
Find Out For Yourself
To learn more about the world's prem«er retirement organization, talk to one
°f our retirement planning experts at
1 800 842-2776. Or better still, speak to
one ot your coiieagues. Fina our why,
when it comes to planning for tomorrow,
great minds think alike.
at

www.tiaa-cref.org
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RKCNDY

ranffar all-ages concert
space closes its' doors
for thelast time

over bar into a source of good punk

BRYAN BINGOLD
StaffReporter
JENNIFER ELAM
Staff Reporter

On All Hallow's Eve, when

ghost and ghouls walk amongst us,
RKCNDY will be closed. The
knocks of trick-or-treating punk
rockers will echo throughout the
cavernous insides of RKCNDY,
and there willbe no answer.
The night before, Saturday Oct.
30,

marks the last show that
RKCNDY will be hosting. The
show will have local hard-core
band,Botchas theirfinal act.Gone
will be Seattle's last stable and
favorite all-ages venue.

shop. We don't play 21 and over
shows. We'll find something;
there's always places to play
shows," saidJim Suptic of The Get
Up Kids.
Local band Death Cab for Cutie
has seen RKCNDY's rise and fall.
Hereis singer BenGibbard's opinionof the closing: "RKCNDY represented the perfect place for touring bands who wantedto play allagesbut whoweren't bigenough to
play DVB, Moore, etc. In their
absence, I'mreally worriedthatkids
may not be able to see these bands
without driving toOlympia orPortland. It's truly a sad time to be
underage and a music fan in Se-

and indiemusic for thoseunder the
legal drinking age. Since then,
RKCNDY hasbeen a venue for nationaltouring bands to build up their
fanbase withloudand rocking live
shows. Bands like Built to Spill,
Harvey Danger, The Melvins and
Soul Coughing would not be where
they are today without RKCNDY.
Converting disbelievers into believers,RKCNDY was essential for
relatively unknowns to become a
major addition to a young person's
recordcollection and a place forold
favorites to go when they passed
through town.RKCNDYfilled a void
nicely. Providing a place for medium sized crowds to go see their
favorite bands for arelatively cheap
price. Tickets sales ranged from $8
to $15 a show.
Throughout the eight years ofit's
existence as an all-ages venue,

T-Bone Willy of the band Save
Ferris will also feel the impact of
RKCNDY'sdemise. "Idon'tknow
whatwearegoing todo,"he toldthe
Spectator."Iknow DVBisstill open,
butit's 18 and over.I'dsay that60
to 70 percent of our audience is an

Seattlehas a long and in depth RKCNDY hasprovidedthekids with
musical history, and even though what they wanted:Rock and Roll.

"RKCNDY is closing solely due
it is known as the birth place of
to
the lack of finances. Running an
all-ages
grunge, the
scene in the
all-ages
club is not very reliable fiEmerald City is shockingly small.
nancially,"
LeFavor said.
At onetime there were two venues
that RKCNDY genermoney
The
on
a
all-ages
that hosted
shows
consistent basis. With the loss of ates at the door goes mostly to the
the Velvet Elvis, due to lack of bands playing that night, thus leavfinance, last June, RKCNDY re- ingRKCNDY relyingon the sale of
mained as the sole consistent out- water,sodaand candy, whereas abar
let for Seattle's all-agers. Some hasthegrossincomeofalcoholsales.
have wondered how the town that The saleof alcoholalsoallowsbars
launched so many musical careers to offer the audience members
could be lacking places that cater cheaper ticket prices.
tomusic'score audience, thekids.
Manypeoplehave blamedthecity,
and the constrictive Teen Dance
Ordinance for the lack of venues.
This ordinance, among other
things,requiresthatthevenueonly
operate at certain times. It also

requires that the club hire off duty
police officers to provide security,
serve no alcohol at the show and
carry a hefty insurance policy.
Regardless if the TDO is responsible or not, the all-agers of
Seattle are about to havenowhere
to go. Somehave voicedtheirconcerns, and their voices have been
heard. Currently, existing 21 and
overvenuesare trying tohost special all-agesnights and have been
working with City officialsto rectify this missing link in the Seattle
music scene.

The lII*and
deathof anall
ages club
RKCNDY debuted in the turbulent year of 1991, when Nirvana
hit it big, and all eyesandears were
onSeattle toprovide thelatest fad.

InfiniteProductions owner,Lori
local 21 and

LeFavor, turned a
4

Theposh band hangout at RKCNDY.
butdue to theincreasing rent,spaces lot to a developer who will
smaller than the RKCNDY were deconstruct theRKCNDYbuilding
more expensive than the building and replace it witha parking lot.

all-ages crowd. Hopefully another
all-ages venue will open.Basically
we'lldo whateverit takes,even ifit
means playing a smaller venue."
From the mouths of babes
Many people have raised their
voicesinoutcryagainst RKCNDY's
closing:
"It's too bad that we are losing
RKCNDY," said sophomore Kyle
Ham. 'The bigger bands coming
throughtown will haveno where to

Yet there were a few that felt
wouldopenup
RKCNDY'sdemise
Tofind
avenues
all-ages
new
for
Seattle's
sanctuary for the
scene.
night
to
"A lot of people describe the
With the vacancy of RKCNDY, RKCNDYas small and dirty, butI
bands will have tofind a newplace thoughtit was great.There arenew
to play when they tour.Most of the
places openinglip, but they are all
not
bands that frequented RKCNDY
tiny holes in the wall that don't
are hard-core all-ages supporters. providea venuefor bands withmidLORI LEFAVOR
So wherevertheyplay, hopefully it
size popularity. Ireally liked the
willbe an all-ages show.
atmosphere of RKCNDY and will
"Hopefully if we can't play an
RKCNDY could not continue to RKCNDY was already struggling
show, we'll play an 18 and
all-ages
pay the increase of rent due to the to pay for.
continued on next page
show,
oran instore at a record
over
building's owners, Microsoft and
Once wordgotout thatRKCNDY
Amazon.com, based on condiment wasclosing,LeFavor wanted toconsales alone. In order to operate and tinueuntil the very end,but now she
create revenue, RKCNDY had to has decided thatthe venuecould not
secure ten to twelve national billing survive another winter."I'd rather
acts a month that wereguaranteed to go out with a bang and have good
sell 500 tickets, a typical "good" memories than slowly but surely
attendance for RKCNDY. As time wither away into nonexistence,"
wenton,itbecame harderand harder LeFavor said. RKCNDY has been
tosecure those acts.
in financial trouble for more than a
The property owner, whom Infi- year, and now it has come to the
nite Productions leases from, had very end.
LeFavorstartedpromoting shows
decided tosell the building.Offering
there,
at
age 16 due to the lackof any allit first to the club that resided
not
with
the
shows.Though we are losing
up
ages
LeFavorcould come
funds topurchase theland.RKCNDY RKCNDY,Infinite Productions will
was just barely able to makethe rent continue to book shows at the 18
and over DVB.
payments.
,
,
BROOKE KEMPNER / PHOTO EDITOR
An effort was made to relocate,
The property owner has soldthe The soundboard, wheremagic happens.
The Spectator

RKCNDY is dosing solely due the
lack offinances. Running an all-ages
club is
very reliablefinancially
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RKCNDYmeoris
"Iguessmy favoriteRKCNDY show was seeing theDubNarcoticSound Systemlast winter.Thehouse
vas full, theheat was thick and the sweat was peeling the paint off the walls. Then DNSScame onstage
md rocked the place like a house party in Olympia. The highlight was Calvin Johnson's dancing. I
on the sole basis of seeinga man dancelike a marionette on fire."
■ecommend
, , „attending a DNSS show
,
,
-Michael Fehx,sophomore.
"Iremember seeingThePromise Ring
"RKCNDY's a pretty small
play at RKCNDY last year. The show
though
may
even
this
place, so
was pretty cool. The band had a lot of
mean you have to suffer
energy and kept thecrowd laughing with
"I saw The Murder City Devils Halloween
through a couple ofhours ina
night of my freshman year. I
went to the show
jokes.Midwaythrough their set, apower
room,
also
you
get
pretty
Wool
also
hot
Mudhoney
played
and Steel
outage happened, and the band led the
to see
playbands
thatare
onstage
and
close to the
that show. When MCD walked
crowd in a sing-a-long until the power
they
ing. Isaw Hum when
came back."
played their first song, Iwas taken aback.
played there and actually got
Now I'm a huge fan. They had this energy
-Dan McCormick, sophomore.
with
the
band
memthey
speak
seen,
were
to
plus
havenever
onstage thatI
bers after the show! Pretty
dressedas the San Francisco Police."
exciting, huh?"
-David White, junior.
-Amber Era-McGarvey,

——

.

first time at RKCNDY. Doug
Martsch seemed at peace
onstageeven thoughthecrowd
madetheroom unbearable with
sweatand humidity. Theband
sounded great even with a
crappy sound system. The
opening band, The Delusions,
were awesome as well. That
night will be in my memory
think
until Iget Alzheimer's. I
it's sad that RKCNDYisclosing becausepeople whoaren't
of age will be missing out on
their favorite bands."
-Alex Contreras, junior.

I

"I think my favorite RKCNDY
memory is that out of all the shows
I'veseen there, I've never had to use
the bathroom there. Ihear it's pretty

dingy."
-Kyle Ham, sophomore.

junior.
"TheGet-Up Kids wasmy favorite show at
RKCNDY.It was the first time Isaw them
live.Ithought they were pretty entertaining
and that they kicked butt. The crowd, especially the youngkids,were able to tap into the
band's energy. It sucks that RKCNDY is
closingbecausesome bands,like TheGet-Up
Kids, are dependant on the younger audiences. So for the band's sake it's worth putting up with the teeny boppers."
-Becky Bodner, junior.

restrictionsand rules workedbetter
than what the TDO required."
But LeFavor did admit that the
miss it a lot," saidsophomoreChrisTDO is very intimidating for prostine Bodine.
"Thekids willhave arelease.The pective club owners whoare interOff Ramp is opening all-agesat the ested in opening an all-ages venue
end of November. The Fenix is try- in Seattle. Many people are coning out all-ages shows to good ef- fused as to how the TDO actually
fect. Ithink RKCNDY has run its affects the music scene in Seattle.
The TDO was enacted by the
course, simply the kids will have a
City Council in 1985 after a
need
to
think
Seattle
just
venue. Theclubs
drinks,
club. The Monastery,
local
Seattle
aspect.
ofthe monetary
No
The Monastery
insurance
down.
$
,000,000
1
in
was
shut
money,
no
for each show....But that's the state was closed after allegations of
of affairs in Seattle at the moment. sexual abuse against minors were
It looks like Portland has a better reported, and theTDO was enacted
all-ages scene than Seattle right soonafter topreventeventsIikethis
now," said Robert Long, a from happening again.
The ordinance states that it was
RKCNDY regular.
Junior SallyDankas feels that the enacted to protectminors attending
closingof RKCNDY willlet loose dancehallsbybeing"anexerciseof
a torrid tide of younger audience police power for the protection of
members into the smaller, lesser thepublic welfare,health and safety
known venues that Seattle has to of those children that attend and

from previous page

Guizka Mallea, a junior, felt that
RKCNDY served
as the onlyall-ages
venue that bands
couldgo to.He feels
that the typical audience from a bar

"I saw The Descendants at
RKCNDV about two yearsago.
It was crazy fun, and because
the venue is so small, they were
rightup in yourface. Which was
radbecause theyare my heroes."
-Kasey Kelly, senior.

years."
It also sets age limits for teen

dances. Accordingto the ordinance,

no one under the age of 16 years
may attend a teen dance unless accompaniedby a parentorguardian.
No one under the age of 18 may
attend a teen dance after 2 a.m.
unless accompanied by a parent or
guardian, and no one over the age
of20 (unless a parent or guardian)
may attend a teen dance.

TheTDOdoes make exceptions
for certain teen dances. Any teen
dancelimited to150people or fewer
does not fall under the jurisdiction
of the TDO, nor do dances sponsored byan educational institution, Yourfirst introduction to RKCNDY.
dances sponsored by a non profit
tax-exemptorganization ordances
operated by the City of Seattle.
The TDO, besides setting limits
as to who may attend dances, also
sets guidelines for club operators
about application procedures, sepatronize dance halls."
TheSeattle City Council felt, ac- curity requirements and license re-

It's truly a sad time to be underage and a music
fan in Seattle.

showwouldn'twant
BEN GIBBARD,DEATH CAB FOR CUTIE
to go to RKCNDY
inthefirst place.According Guizka,RKCNDY was for cording to the ordinance, that "the vocation.
The application procedure and
pervasiveproblems ofrunaway chilthe kids.
dren,drug abuse and abuseof chil- the penalties for those found to be
dren are problems of such magni- breaking theguidelines ofthe ordiInthe
tude that they are a matter of City nance areextensive and are usually
shadow of the
concern and are contributed to by a huge roadblock to prospective
all-age club operators. The appliTeenDane*
unregulated dance halls."
Ordinance
The TDO posses restrictions cation for a teen dance hall license
When inquiringintohowtheTDO against anyone seeking tooperatea requires that a club operator inaffected the day today operation of teen or public dance withinSeattle clude the names and addresses of
RKCNDY, LeFavor responded, "I City limits. The ordinance defines allparties involved with the operawant to make it clear that the TDO a public or teendance as "anydance tion of the club, a statement of the
was not the reason for RKCNDY's thatis readilyaccessible to the pub- measures that willbe used for trafclosing. Wereally didn't pay atten- lic and which permits the entry of
See RKCNDY on page 10
tion to it. We thought that ourown any persons under the age of 18

(Working
The Spectator
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LADIES NIGHT
w/ DJ shawn Speed
Friday:MC DruHa
Saturday: MC Neil
Must bring valid student ID
21 + over

Friday Ladies are Free!
Located inPioneer Square
Ist & Yesler
5

News
Mandela and Machel convocation time and date changed

October 28, 1999

AMY JENNIGES

Connolly Center North Court to applications.All completedappliopen at 1 p.m., to allow for every- cations will thenbe putin a lottery,
and 149 will bedrawn for tickets.
one to be seated by 1:30.
The originaldate and time of the
will
at
2
In total, 250 SU students will
speech
The
commence
NelsonMandelaandGracaMachel p.m., and will wrapup at approxi- attendthe event.
convocation hasbeen changedfrom mately 3:30p.m.
Thelaw school is having a sepaApplications for the lottery for rate lottery to distribute 40 tickets
the morning ofDec. 8 to the afternoon of ThursdayDec. 9.
student tickets were available at 9 set aside for them.
Thecouple, whois travelingfrom a.m. today at the Campus AssisThe Asian,Hispanic, African and
South Africa,had theirentiresched- tance Center. Completed applica- Native American (AHANA)counule rearranged to accommodate tions are dueback to theCAC by 10 cil willdecide at theirmeeting next
some time for rest after the long p.m. on Nov. 8.
week how todistributethe 36 tickflight, according to Frank So, stuThe ASSU representative coun- ets set aside for them,according to
dent representative on the SU cil will be verifying the names on ASSU MinorityRep RonLamarca.
Mandela/Machel Committee.
All graduate and undergraduate
the applications to eliminate any
plan
The
is for doors to the non-eligible students or duplicate students who are not members of

Nexus Editor

AHANA clubs and whoare not affiliated with the Law School are
eligible for the generallottery.
So is in charge of distributing
student tickets and decided to allot
those 40 to the law school.
'Theyhaveagoverningbody who
know theLawSchoolbetter than we
(ASSU) do," So said. Soasked the
ASSU council to help with the application and lottery process last
week and they agreed.
So also designated the AHANA
council tickets.
"We have to support our clubs
that bringaboutculturalawareness,

and the students whomaintain the

programs," So said last night.
The ASSU council decided last
week to recommend to the SU
Mandela/MachelCommittee to rethink the decision to designate
blocksof tickets to specific student
groups.
The council last week was under
the impression that thehosting committee decided those numbers. It
was later determined that So had
decided them.
In light of that revelation,Resi-

SeeMandela on page 7

City Council candidates on the air at KSUB
Joshua Russert

20, and Wills on Oct. 21.

her desire to
lead Seattle's
during the news programaddress- fight for betSeattle City Council candidates ingquestionsabout their campaign ter transporJudy Nicastro and Heidi Wills re- platform.
tation stems
Nicastro,runningagainst Cheryl from a lifeturned to campus last week to appear on Seattle University student Chow for a positionon the council, longcommitradio after participating in a candi- discussed her position on renters' ment to the
rights.
environment.
date forum on Oct. 14.
RespondThe candidates broadcasted live
Nicastro hopes to tap into the
on the KSUB morning news pro- voter base of Seattle's house and ing to a stugram ontwoseparatedays.Nicastro apartment renters, who she says dent question
was on the show Wednesday, Oct. make up 52 percent of the popula- concerning
tion.With the cost the Teen
of housing sky- Dance Ordirocketing, nance
Nicastro says it is Nicastro astime for someone sured stuto become an ad- dents and
vocate for that other young

StaffReporter

Bothcandidates spenthalfanhour

peoplethatall
group.
"What we have candidates
BENSTANGLAND / PHOTO MANAGER
here is a campaign running for
Judy
Wednesdaymorning.
Joshua
Russert
interviews
Nicastro
air
on
the
at
KSUBlast
election
of a candidate for
onto
to
to
oppose
people,"
the
the council
the ordinance. SU make themselves available
Nicastro appealed to the campus
who
want
the
the
admit
audience bysaying"Your vote does
body,
Nicastro said. Shesaid thatstudents
student
since both
count, every voice counts. It's our
fighting
uphill
changed
they
a
need
to
battles
simply
"And candidate ordinance
are
(Chow) in the hold their elected officials to their against established candidates with city;everybody out there has to be
pockets of the promises.
strong voter name recognition.
involved.Don'tgiveup,keepfightNicastroand Wills came back to
When asked about youth apathy, ing for it.It's our town!"
landlords."
Wills, who op-

poses Charlie
Chong stressed
her majorplatform

issue, transporta-

tion.
Wills discussed
the need for more
Seattleresidents to
get on the bus, as
opposed todriving
single occupant
vehicles.She says

Heidi Wills on the air at KSUB last Thursday.

"JET" TO JAPAN FOR A YEAR!

JOIN THE JAPAN EXCHANGE & TEACHING PROGRAM

-

Recruiters on Campus: Tuesday,November 2, 1999
North Court, Connolly Center, 1:30 5:30 pm
Applications will be available.

Apply NowFor July 2000Departure!

j/^ajE^

One Year Minimum Commitment:
July 2000

- July 2001

I

Positions:

MM \ "N

Assistant Language Teacher,
Coordinator for International Relations

I JET

jM-jM.

Remuneration/Benefits:

3,600,000 yen (approximately), Airfare (from pre-designated
cities), Housing assistance, Return Airfare (upon successful
completion of contract)

-

All applicants must obtain a BA/BS degree by 6/30/2000
Application Submission Deadline: December 8, 1999

-

FOR MORE INFORMATION & APPLICATION CONTACT:
Consulate-General of Japan JET Program Office
601Union Street, Suite 500, Seattle WA 98101
Phone: 206-682-9107 ext 25 email: jetdesk@hitmark.com
www.embjapan.org/seattle/jeLhonne.ritml
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abound campus—
mollyMcCarthy

StaffReporter
THINKING ABOUTSTUDYING ABROAD?
Seattle University students will talk about their experiencesstudyingabroad and answer questions at the
Study Abroad Speak-Out on Tuesday,Nov. 2 from 12 to 1 p.m.in the Casey Atrium.

CAREER EXPO
Whodoesn'tneed a greatjob? Findone at the Career Development Center's Career Expo on Tuesday,
November 2 from 1:30 to 5:30p.m. in Connolly Center. Participating organizations include U.S. Bank,
Peace Corps, BSQUARE Corporation, Microsoft, Weyerhaeuser and tons more. For more information,
call the CDC at 296-6080 or check out their website at www.seattleu.edu/student/cdc/expo99.
DESTINATION: CUBA
Learnmore aboutthepolitics andrewardsof traveling toCuba! SU panelistsCarmen Gozales,Stephanie
Moore,and George Sedano willdiscuss their trips to Cuba on Wednesday,Nov. 3 from 12 to 1 p.m.inthe
Casey Atrium. Bring a bag lunch!
WORLD TRADE ORGANIZATION
Campus Ministry will present a Soup With Substance on the "Ramifications of the World Trade
Organization from the Perspective ofChristianFaithCommunities." Sitdown with them from 12 to 1p.m.
on Thursday,Nov. 4 and share a bowl of soup and some enlightening discussion.
STUDYING AFOREIGNLANGUAGE?
The Learning Center offers tutoring in Japanese,Spanish, German and French. Get help with your
foreign language class by practicing withnative speakers or participating in a conversation group. The
LearningCenter is located in Loyola 100. Call 296-5740 for more information.
Iwouldlove to put your event in my column. But first you must email me the information. Molly

McCarthy:

mcubed@seattleu.edu.
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Mandela: ticket applications
available today at the CAC
From page 6

"It has turned into more of a
racial issue," Norwoodsaid. "The

dentRepMollyMcCarthyandCommuter Rep Nic Romerointroduced
a resolution at last night's meeting
to ask So torethink the ticket distribution breakdown.
Several representatives from
AHANA werepresent at the meet-

ASSU council against the SU minorities."
Romero said he felt no one
brought up the law school because
he sensed there was a concensus
that it shouldbe recinded.
"This wasn't an issue of ASSU
council versus minorities,"

ing to make their voices heard.
Jo Andersonof the Office of Mi- McCarthy said. "It was an issue of
nority Student Affairs and an advi- Frankie So's choice to give tickets
sor to AHANA urged the ASSU to a group of students that aren't
council to leave the AHANA num- any more deserving than, say, inber alone.
ternational students."
to
Soemphasized that the AHANA
say
repeal
"To
this would be
you (AHANA) do great things on members are required to fundraise
this campus, but it's not deserving for Mandelaand Machel's foundaof this gesture," Anderson said.
tions. They are also encouraged to
McCarthy defended the resolu- share their experience of the contion, saying that although it was vocation with other students.
important to haveminorities repreAfter the resolution, the council
sented,shedidn'tfeel AHANA was discussed the detailsofthe application, and the process for handling
the most effective route.
Other representatives and stu- the completed ones.
dents pointed out thatother groups
The application will ask for the
did important things on campus re- student's name, ID number, phone
lated to Mandela and Machel, in- number, e-mailandpostal addresses
cluding working for social justice. forcontactpurposes.lt will alsoask
The International Rep Angela for the student's year and graduate
Okuribido asked why international or undergraduate status for statististudentshad not been given priority cal purposes.
for tickets,like AHANA.
There are spots on the applicagive
said
later
that
he
will
tion
to check ifyou are willingto be
So
tickets to several intcrntional stu- an usher or sit on a panel after the
dents out of a special 25 ticket dis- convocation.These will not affect
cretionary pool he has control of. the ticket decision.

SECURITY REPORT
JIM RENNIE

MEDICAL ASSISTANCE AT
LIBKAKY

Staff Reporter

STOLEX ITEMS FOUND ON
UNION GllliEN

in to the building at about 12:15
p.m., and after investigation found
no hazardousmaterials in the storSecurity found an individual on agebuilding. Theincident disrupted
the first floorof theLemiux Library traffic on 12th Aye. and on Madisuffering from mental difficulties son untilabout 2:30 p.m.
on Wednesday, Oct.20.
A SeattleFireDepartment aidunit
THEFT INKANNON

On Oct. 18, Seattle University
public safety officers found a stolen
backpack and other stolen items on was dispatched and the man was
theUnion Green.The property had transportedto theHarborviewEmerOn Sunday, Oct. 24, a campus
community memberreportedatheft
been taken in a theft thatoccurred gency Room.
to campuspublic safety officaboutfour blocksnorthof campus, near the waterreservoir.
ers. The victim reported that
All of the stolen property
their leather organizer had
was turned over to the Seattle
been stolen at somepoint dur|
ing the previous week from
Police Department as evidence.
the Bannon Building.
A check for approximately
$300 was also taken. The
ALCOHOL VIOLATION
check had a stop payment

The night ofOct. 24, an RA
advisedpublic safety that there
was underage drinking in a
Bellarmine Hall dorm room.
Upon investigation by security, approximately six
bottlesof beer were found, the
contentsofwhich werepoureddown
the drain.Theincident wasreferred

placed on it, and the incident
is under further investigation.

HOMELESS MAN
TAKEN TO HOSPITAL

lIAZMAT FALSE ALAUM

to the conduct system.

On Oct. 21, campus public
safetyofficers found a transient male
in the vicinityof the corner of 11th
Aye. and Marion who was suffering fromintense stomach andintestinal pain.

Yesterday, Wednesday, Oct. 27,
at about 11 :30 a.m., a SeattleFire
Department Hazardous Materials
A Seattle Fire Department aid
On Tuesday, Oct. 19, a campus Team was calledto the self storage unit was dispatched and the man
Additionally,eachapplicantmust community member reported that a building at the corner of 12th and was taken to theHarborviewEmerAfter lengthydiscussion, theresolution failed to get the two-thirds it submit a 100 word or less essay on theft occurred in a Pigott Building Madison on reports ofpossible haz- gency Room for treatment.
needed to pass, with a 7-7 vote.
how they would benefit from at- office.
ardous materials in a storage unit.
SU seniorChris Norwoodasked tending the convocation.Entrance
The buildingwasevacuated, and
The victim reported that their
Information in SecurityReportis
why the debate centered on the

into the lottery will not be deter-

THIiIIINPIUOTT

black wallet and Palm Pilot had

one employee was taken to Group providedby the Seattle University

AHANA tickets and not the Law mined by the quality of the essay, been stolen. The incident is under Health Central as a precautionary Departments ofPublic Safety and
just its completeness.
School tickets.
measure. The HazMatTeam went Public Relations.
investigation.
News

note

The Seattle University forensics

team enjoyed a

sweeping success this weekend

at

the

Univeristy ofOregon. The team competedagainst 27otheruniversitites at the tournament, and

took the overall Third Place Sweepstakes for Division 11.

" Junior MollyMcCarthy and sophomore Partick Graber won FirstPlace inparliamentary
debate, outlasting 80 competitors. They beatPacific Lutheran University in the finals.

" Senior Ken Johnson was the overall Second Place Speaker in policy debate. He and his
partner,sophomore Mick Souders

finished the tournament in ThirdPlace.

" GretaSmith wasBth Place Speaker, andMick Souders 9th Place Speaker.

Rally against police brutality
Amy Baranski

Theresa Porter, spoke of her first the police department and the King
experienceof police brutality.
County Correctional Facility.DePorter was living here in Seattle partment workers looked down
There wasameagerattendance at when her boyfriend, Larry Ward, upon hearing the demonstrators.
the fourth annual police brutality waskilled bypolice.
At5:40 p.m.protestersarrived in
She claims it wasanother partof Occidental Park. At this time the
protest last Friday. The rally commenced at Seattle Central Commu- the police brutalityepidemicof this crowd had thinned. More particinity CollegeonBroadway andPine country.
pants were afforded the chance to
at 3:30 p.m.
wants
to
see
sort
Porter
some
of speak of those who died due to

Staff Reporter

Theannual rallyis a nationalevent

autonomousorganizationincharge policebrutality.
of, "policing the police." She says
Some angry onlookers scoffed
that the police are, "humanbeings at the attempts of theprotesters. An
just like us, and should be pros- unidentified man said, "What are

sponsoredby the October22 Coalition against Police Brutality. This
coalitioncites over2,000 homicides
that were allegedly committedby
policeduring the 19905.TheStolen
Lives Program is responsible for
this information.
Cynthia Whetsell, the leader of
the Seattle chapter of the Coalition,
thankedparticipants for dressing in
black.

"Protesters began marching at
approximately 4:20 p.m. They
walked downPine Street chanting:
"No more racist police.No justice,
no peace!"
Marchers disseminated leaflets
on police brutality to onlookers.

"We are dressedinblack todem-

There were almost as manypo-

anger and resolve,"

escorts as protesters. Despite

onstrate our

ecuted like us."

lice

Whetsell stated.
poorattendance, thedemonstration
A guest speaker and memberof was spirit filled.
Themarchers stoppedin frontof
Mothersfor Police Accountability,

The Spectator

you going to do without (the police)? You got an idea, then submit
it."
Mary, another participant, said
that one of the practical things
peoplecando aboutpolicebrutality
is toread.Sherecommendsreading
everything frommainstream tosubversiveliterature.

Whetsell and other participants
were disappointedin the small turn
out, but the protest will be held

IHMl
DO IT NOW!

3 Days OfFree
Unlimited Tanning
With Valid Seattle University
ID Card.
*
llWlßiirtltO^.

IhiSr>k_

»it Ptr I
DA llttdilioii)

October 29, 30 &31

CAPITOL HILL

*

206 Broadway Aye. E. 324-1260

QUEEN ANNE
519 Queen Anne Aye. N.* 285-1260

again next year.
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Editorial
Seattle University's social
justice concern should extend
to the WTO controversy
Last week concerned students from bothSeattle University andthe
University of Washington gathered ina Pigott classroom to exchange
information on the World Trade Organization. Many students vocalizedtheir concernof the controllingmanner in which the WTOhandles
the human rights issuesin other member countries. Similar concerns
were made about how WTO policy impacts social justice concerns.
While often touted as a proponent and fighter for free and fair trade,
theWTOis organizedunder non-electedofficials with powers that can
go unchecked. Countries thathave fought for democratic constitutions
have found themselves compromising their democratic standards.
Thus what might seem free and fair to the WTO, constitutes a wrong
in the eyes of many people around the world who are harmed in the
name of "free trade."
Tobattle the growing confusion of surrounding the WTO's visit to
Seattle,students atuniversities around thecity are trying tomake some
sense of the issues and gain support for their views from fellow
students, community members and their respective universities.
Surprisingly students here at SU, a school that openly vocalizesits'
concern for social justice issues, have heard noguiding voice fromthe
administration.
SUhas decided to take aneutral stance on the WTOissue.While the
Albers SchoolofBusinesshas solicited their students for volunteers at
the conference, and the university is facilitating space for WTO
meetings to be held, therehas been no official opinion released by the
university.
When news of the deaths of 20 Jesuits in El Salvador had been
released, the university took no time at all in speaking out against the
blatant disregard for human life.
Whenthecampus wasinflamed withcontroversyoverInitiative 200

Car alarms, Britney Spears
and other evils of the world
Tom

music.
Somealarmsblastanear piercing

Johnson

ers pump the car's horn at a con-

nuclearshrill intothenight air.Oth-

Spectator Columnist

last year, President Sundborg was out in the Quad with concerned

students and was quotedin the Oct. 29, 1998issueof The Spectatoras
saying that; 'The bigchallenge is informing people.It'sabout education. (1-200 is) reallyprohibiting affirmative action."
It is about education. The job of the administration, faculty and
student leaders is to educate the student body about worldissues that
affect the lives ofour fellowhuman beings botharound the world and
inour community.
Anyside of the WTOfence will agree thatan opendialogue is a good
way to foster understanding of the issues andallows students to draw
conclusions for themselves.Asofyet,theuniversity hasmade very few
attempts to educate the students as a whole on any issues that speaks
directly to the school's missionof social justice.
At last week's meeting on the WTO, most students who attended
wanted mostly to get more information. This thirst for knowledge
shows thatpeople areconcerned and that they do want to be informed
of the issues at hand. It is clear that the student body is still not
sufficiently informed on the importance of this event, or of the
ramifications of aneutral stanceby the university.
If the university wants to be known as an institute that promotes
social justice around the world,then their opiniontoward WTOshould
be vocalized. Whether infavor of,or opposed to the WTO, a dialogue
shouldbe facilitated to bringthecampus intomore ofanunderstanding
of the issues.
Thereare several events planned for the next month regarding the
WTO that willbeheldon campus. For more information andalisting
of these upcoming events,go to www.seattleu.edu/whats_new/wto.
If the university wants to remain neutral, then that is their prerogative.However, thisissue needs to be brought to light immediately. The
university needs to take anactiverolein educatingpeopleonboth sides
of theissues. The university needs to makerelevant the social justice
standpoint, and they need to speak openly about their neutrality.
For any student, faculty, staff or administrator hoping to raise
awareness of these issues on campus, another meeting is set for this
Friday, Oct. 29, at 2 p.m. in the Bellarmine 1891 Room.
This meeting should serve as an example of the forum that the
university needs to engage students in; so that theycan beinformed of
what's goingin our auniversity, city and global communities.
The Spectator EditorialBoardconsistsof Steven
P. Ford, Katie Ching, Sara Christensen and Sonia
Ruiz. Signedcommentaries reflect the opinions
of the authors and not necessarily thoseof the
Spectator, Seattle university or its student
body.
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My first inclination for a subject
for mycolumn wasanarchitectural
critique on the new Law School
building, butI
decided togivesome
— sometoadifferenttopic
attention
thing that won't make people want
to hurl like a bad Mickey's hang-

our lifetimes.

We live on Pill Hill. The hospitals are hosts toambulance and policesirens.These provideapredictable streamof noise.Someof us are
evencontent knowing that they exist, for without the sirens, total serenity wouldcause insanity,except
over.
Sleep. It's like cocaine for the for the fresh"folk" because the rest
—
college student we have to jump ofus havegrown accustomed to the
over hurdles and overcome ob- sirens in some sort of sick and
stacles to get our fix. Elevators, twistedcity way.When we gohome
drunk fresh "folk," Pill Hill, and forChristmas break, wecan'tsleep.
something Ilike to refer to as the Wemiss thesirensbecause they are
"evilness"are theonlythings standa comfort.
ing in our way
Everynight when
Ibrush my teeth,
rinse with fluoride

and climb into bed
under my crisp
sheets and warm
blanket, I
pray that
Ican have at least

noises. And someeven talk to you
and politely ask that you to step
away;as ifyou'regoingto listen to
an imitation of a bad rent-a-cop.

Give me a break.
Please turn off your car alarms.
They are obnoxious and unnecessary.No oneevergoesrunningover
to a car whose alarmhas beenactivated in hopes of catching a thief.
This is because jumping up and
anticipating that someone is actually stealing your Ford Festiva is
ridiculous. Everycar ownerknows
this.
All they dois lean out their bedroom windows, press the "off
switch on the remoteand go back to
sleep. Besides, there are security
cameras onalllevels of the parking
garageunderneath the new apartments.Ifsomeone wantstosteal
your car and the alarm goes
off, no one is going to

pay any atten-

six hours of uninterruptedsleep.But
it never happens.
Sometimes, I

can'tsleepbecause
a certain new expensive elevatorin
Campion Tower
races up anddown the interior walls
of an elevatorshaft 24/7. 400decibels of friction ensues. Is that supposed to happen?
Atother times,it is because drunk
freshfolk (Ihad tochange freshmen
to freshfolk because The Spectator
is too liberal for it's owngood) are
roaming the halls looking for their
rooms and are opening random
doors andsleeping inrandombeds.
But thisis college,and what amI
to expect? Thingshappen here that
we shall never again see orhear in

stant pulse like the music in bad
pom. Somereplicaterain-forest bird

But the "evilness," car alarms,
are an excessive and incessant annoyance, like the kid in class who
has something to say about everything youknow theone he's the
kid whose mouth everyone wants
toshovea Snapple bottle into for no
otherreason than toshuthim vp
eventhe professor would take part.
I
hear anew variationof the same
car-alarmsong every evening. It's
like a bad BritneySpears album on
repeat oh, wait, allofher albums

—

—

—

—

are bad. Ihate Britney Spears'

Pays3ofora
Club. They're
quiet
and
much more
effective.
Your insurance company will
even giveyou afinancial break, and
everyone in Campion Tower will
haveabetterchanceofgettingsome
sleep. We all willbe veryappreciative too.
By the way,the new LawSchool
has too much raw concrete.

Tom Johnson is a sophomore
majoring in philosophy. His email
address
is
johnsonx@seattleu.edu.
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Halloween for grown-ups:
A chance to give your inner-child a sugar high
Jim
Rennie
Spectator Columnist
Since I've started writing these
opinion columns, people on campus have been stopping me and
asking me questions. The question
a lotof people havebeen asking me
thisweekis:"Jim, howdoyoukeep
your hair sosoft and manageable?"
ButI'mhere to talk toyouabout the
other question a few people have
been asking me this week: "What
are you doing for Halloween?"
Thetruth is, Idon't reallyknow.
I might go down Broadway and
look at all the other freaks in costumes, but Ididthat when Iwas a
freshman (sorry,fresh homosapien
or whatever the term is this week),
and Iwas thinking maybe Ishould
be more original this year.
Last year,my sophomore year, I
went toa party thathas gone down
in history as the worst Halloween
party ever. So Idon't really have

Igo out and get candy like when I
was a little kid? Collecting, carrying home and sorting my bag of
Halloween loot brings back a lot of
fond memories.

What other day of the year canan
eight-year-oldbring home lOpounds
of candy and have their mom be
okay with it? My parents would
always say, "only eat a few pieces
tonight, and save the rest," but an
hour after Igot homehalf ofit would
be gone andI'dbe bouncing off the
walls for the rest of the night;Ilove
candy to this day because of it.
Halloween seems like it couldbe
a public service forcollege students.
In just a few hours, Icould get
enough candy to feed me for days.

of kids around, but then the cops
might pick me up, mistake me for
come child-snatcher, andI'dget to
spend myHalloweennight insomeplace truly scary.
Maybe Vlljustraid some ofthose
"take one, leave some for others"
candy baskets.Lookslikethecandygatheringoption is out too.
Oh, who am I
kidding, I'll probably end up going to some party.
But of course this brings up a whole
new problem. This isn't justany
holiday; oh no, on Halloween you
have to have a costume.
Iheardon the news thatHallow-

you're a perfectly stable person in
real life, dress up as abloodthirsty
monster. In other words, you can
experience life through different
eyes fora day if you putyourselfup
to it.
However,I
think that morepeople
choose to be somethingthey've al-

Halloween scariness doesn't even
have to be original to fulfill our
scare-quota forthe year.It's al ways
the same thing: someone in a mask
jumps out from a closet and says
"boo." You'd think we'd get used
to itafter 20 or 30 years. But for one
day, wecan deal with a side of our
wayswantedtobe, tobemore them- emotionsthat we'drather not have.
selves than society would other- Halloween is a controlled burn on
wise allow them. We can express our minds. Maybe we truly need
sidesof ourpersonalities that would this holiday.
otherwise go repressed.
I'm notdoing anything fancy for
When we werelittle kids, weput my costume.I'm justgoingto dress
oncostumes of"what we want tobe up Goth-style. Why? Ihung out
when we grow up." But at eight or with some Goths a few years ago,
10 yearsold,itall seems distantand and wasneverbrave enoughtodress
undecided. Now that we're finish- as theydid. And today,ifIsuddenly
ing up our education, wechoose to showed up with black hair and
be those things that we know we makeup, most people wouldn't be
cannot be: princesses,superheroes, too supportiveof my decision. But
everything is forgiven on Hallowdoctors.
Halloween makes the impossible een. For oneday you can be differpossible for one day. For one day ent, and at work the next week, you
you can live a dream, even if only can go back to your tie and sportthrough some cheap rubber mask coat, blaming the holiday for itall.
and $10 worthofclothesfromValue For one day, we'reall brave.
Village.
Youknow,when you thinkabout
If we didn't have Halloween it, Halloween can be kind of deeveryone'shead mightexplodefrom pressing. That party better have
the boring predictability of them- some candy!
selves and the peoplearound them.

een is second only to Christmas in
consumer spending. If wecan't get
any free candy outofthedeal,what's
so great about Halloween for
"grown-ups?" The answer, of
course, is the costumes.
Halloween is the one day of the
year that wecan dress any way we
likeand notbe outcastfrom society
because of it. For one day, the
Think of all themoneyIcould save nation represses its conservative
onfood! Butsomehow Ithink people republican moralsandallows people
would react differently to a lone, to beabitcrazier.It'slike a release
long-haired,mask-wearing, 20 year valve for societal conformity.
No really, this is the part of Jim's
any illusions aboutHalloweenbe- old freak showing up at their door
ing some greatparty night. Maybe and demanding free food. And then, column wherehe switches tobeing
I'll nix that idea too. Although,if in my Halloween candy-glazed serious and tries to make a point.
Which is where the scare-factor
any readers out there wouldlike to greediness, I
might go postal on the
Lucy from the Peanuts comic comes in too.
JimRennie isajuniormajoring
invite metoone, mye-mail address one person who insists on handing strip said that Halloween is the day
Weusually don'tlike tobe scared. in computer science. His eis at the end of the column.

I'vebeen thinking,hey,why can't
Playing

out raisins or Corn-Nuts.
Icould choose to follow a group

Zen

with

when you can dress up and be the
complete opposite of yourself. If

Joe

ButonHaUoween,wecanbescared
in a controlled environment. The

mail
address
renniej@seattleu.edu.

is

Tynan

How to throw a

This week: The logos of Legos monster mash bash

Joe

bet that just threw you for one).
Letme explain.
used to have Legos.
Asa kid, I
I'd make something, show it to
mom and dad, and then Iwould
put itasidefor whileuntil I
delibsomehow special and notpartof the erately broke it. Why? Because
wanted tomake somethingnew,
normal crowd, because Iknow I I
something
better. In a sense, the
have my own world view, but I
alwayslike to think that ifsomeone human race as a whole is like a
showed me something wrong with little kid with Legos (substitute
it,Iwouldn't have a problem with society in for Legos).
We just get a big kick out of
tweaking it. You see,I
always figmaking
really neat things with
ure that whenpush comes to shove,
Legos,
our
and then we break
mankind,
humanity,or
or whatever,
challenge
them
for
the
of making
willjust get better and better.
Sure, we have big problems now, a newer, better thing. Call me
but we'vealways had bigproblems. crazy, or just wrong, but Ithink
In a sense, you could say that hu- that humanity prefers breaking
mans aremade to be problem solv- its toys, just so that it can fix
ers, that a possiblemeaning for ex- them.
istenceis to solve problems. What I If you found a point to this
find disturbing is that many people column, Iapologize. A specific
think that either,a) thereare no big point kind of snuck up on me
problems tosolve,orb) currentprob- without my noticing. I'll try to
lems are too big to solve. Either write another random column
way,I
don't really think they'reright. next week for your reading enSure,overpopulation is a bigprob- joyment.Butremember,that'snot
lem. So is AIDS. There are many it's purpose.
big problems. But these problems
aren't really that bad when itcomes Joe Tynanis ajuniormajoring
to viewinghumanity as a whole.
in electrical engineering. His
survive,
We will
and our kids will e-mail
address
is
too. And things will get better. caustic@seattleu.edu.

Tynan
Spectator Columnist

Well, Idid it again. Ihad a
thought. What it was Ican't remember right now, but it made
me feel good.It was one of those
thoughts youget thatputs a smile
on your face for noreason,andif
you tried toexplain it tosomeone,
they wouldstare at you and think
you're crazy.
But that's OK,becauseit's your
thought, and who really cares if
you're crazy anyway?
Too many people are normal
these days (even the ones that say
they aren't). Idon'tmean normal
by their conformity (or lack
thereof), or their daily patterns, I
mean normal in that they just go
through life taking facts for
granted, assuming that the world
view they have adopted is true
and that it will never change.
Iguessthe wordI'mlooking for
is complacent. They're complacent about the world in general.
Their curiosity is somehow lacking a certain zest.
Now, I'm not implying thatI'm

The Spectator

Sonia
Ruiz

Heck, even if things didn't get
better,they would stillbebetter(I

Opinion Editor
Throwing a Halloween party on
SU's campus is only slightly more
difficult than throwing a party at
any other time of the year.Mainly
because it is more obvious when 15
intoxicatedPrincessLeasand Darth
Vadersaretreadingapath downthe
hall between your room and the
bathroomeveryhalf hour.
Andif youlive in the apartments,
youmayhave alreadynoticedthata

phoneringing ismorethan drowned
out by a Ruff Ryders CD being
played on repeatat plaster-shaking
levels,making it difficultto buzz in

the rest of your party too "prefunked" to find the right building,
or- too cool to show up on time.
In any case, Halloween parties
must be thrown and here's how to
do it well.
Start by purchasing many many
bottles of orange food coloring.
Green beer is very popular during
St. Patrick's Day, so why not extend the joyofcoloredbeerby drinking orange brew all night long. It
could also make for more interesting trips to the bathroom.
Now that youhave the beverages
covered you have to do something

about the tired melange of dance
tracks played at every party. And
since this is a Halloween party you
are going to be forced pull out that
CD orcassette of scary Halloween
sounds. However, have you ever
tried togetyourgrooveontosounds
of howling wolves and chains rattling? Neither have Ibut Ibet it's
more difficult than dancing at a

school-sponsored event.
Instead, try playing your basskicking
compilation of
jungle\dance\electro\acid\Scooby
snack\pop and your scary sounds
disk at the sametime.It'llbe as cool
as watchingTheBlair Witch Project
and takingEcstasy at thesame time!
(Except your head probably won't
explode at the endof the night.)
Follow thesesuggestions and you
are sure to have a great party. And

remember that if you get caughtby
campuspoliceyoucanalwaysplead
the college fifth: "It's not my alcohol officer, its my roommate's."
SoniaRuizisajuniormajoringin
finance. Her e-mail address is
srplus2@seattleu.edu.
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Seattle Rep's new season looks promising
October 28, 1999

Margaret Edson 's Pulitzer Prize winner Wit a stunning success
JESSICA KNAPP
Copy Editor

Some people justget it right.
This seems to be the case with
the Seattle Repertory Theatre,
which continues to put on one
innovative,quality production
after another.
Thefolks at the Rep shouldbe
riding high after the success of
their last season. Plays like
Nixon's Nixon and The Beauty
Queen of Lenanne have helped
cement the Rep's reputation as
oneof Seattle's finest theatres.
The 1999-2000 season prom—
ises tobe evenbetter thehighlight coming in the spring of
2000 with their staging of August Wilson's newest play,King
Hedley 11.
Witby MargaretEdson, which
is currently playing at the Rep,
is no exception to this rule of
excellence. In theultimate turn
of irony, Vivian Bearing, a college professor specializing in
JohnDonne,a17thcenturypoet,
is forced to live out the metaphysical themesshehasdevoted
her life to studying when she is
diagnosed with stage four ova—
rian cancer there is no stage
five.Ofcourse,beinganEnglish
teacher and a highly self-aware
individual,Bearing sees the
irony, which makes the situationatt the moreironic.
But there is much more to Wit

than circuitous logic. Wit is a
play of great emotional extremes, flowing smoothly from
tragedy to humor, with a sappy
moment or two along the way.
Inonesuchscene,Bearingshares
apopsicle withher nurseas she
decides whethershe wantsto be

(R-L)Dr. Harvey Kelekian (PeterSilbert)consults with VivianBearing(Megan Cole)andDr. Jason Posner
(Brian Drillinger)on Professor Bearing's symptoms inMargaret Edson's Wit at SeattleRepertory Theatre.

resuscitated when her heart proud, egotistical professor,
stops.
and Cole characterizes this
Bearing's uncompromising woman with the deep, musistandards have wonher much cal voice of someone whohas
respect in the academic world spentherlife scanninglines of
but not many friends. Sadly, poetry.By theendof Wit,Bearwhen sheis forced to inhabit the ing is sick,lonely andafraid to
frighteningly hygienic, white die, and the transformation is
rooms of the hospital, it is no seamless.
surprise to the audience that she
The meat of this play lies in
does not receiveany visitors.
the discussions of Donne's
Megan CoJe does a wonderful work. His normally abstract
job as the lead in Wit. This is themes are given a heartbasically aone-womanplay. Cole wrenchingurgency.He writes
has to take herself through the inHoly Sonnet 6, "Deathbe not
entire process of dying of ova- proud."Bearingcouldn't have
rian cancer in two hours. She said it better herself.
must move from past to present
As good as it is,this play is
inmere instants.
notfor everyone. Wit provides
Bearing begins the play as a the perfectevening of cathar-

sis for English majors and other
avid readers, especially those
who have studied Donne;however, others might not find the
specialized humor engaging.
Also at the Rep right now is
Golden Child by David Henry
Hwang, a play that mixes cultures and generations. Golden
Child tells the story of a man,
living with his three wives in
early 20th century China, who
convertstoChristianity.Theplay

focuses on theconflicts thatarise
from hisconversion.GoldenChild
hasawkward moments,butoverall, this play of eastmeets west,
ancient meets modern, is worth
seeing for the true theatre fan.
Butperhaps what ismostexcit-

ing about the beginning of Seattle Rep's 1999-2000 season is
whatis yet to come.Up next for
the Rep is The Game of Love and
Chance, a romantic comedy,
filled withmist-.ken identities.
Alsoin thenear future is/W/e/is
in America, Sandra Tsing Loh's
one womanshow.Inthis show,
Loh's skills as a humorist and
public radio correspondent are
likely to shine through.
Highlighting their holiday
season is The Complete MillenniumMusical(Abridged), fromthe
people who brought you The
Complete Works of Willm Shkspr.
WatchingMillennium mayprove
to beafun wayto ringin thenew
year.
Seattleites can also look forward to As You Like It by William Shakespeare. This play is a
standard Shakespearean comedy filled with cross-dressing
and chaos. All that is wrong in
the beginning is righted in the
end by abit of good luck, justin
time for a few weddings.As You
LikeIt should provideanicecontrastto themyriadof contemporary plays the Rep will be putting on this year.
And themost excitingofthem
all is Wilson's King Hedley 11.
This play, which is set in the
1980s a new territory for Wil—
son issomewhatof a sequel to
his earlier work, Seven Guitars.
TheSeattleRepertory Theatre
has planneda challenging1999-2000, but they seem ready to
take on the task.With their first
two plays of the year, they are
certainly on the right track.
Wit runs throughNov. 20. For
tickets to this or any other Rep
plays call (206) 443-2222.

—

Poet John Ashbery speaks to students
AMY BARANSKI
StaffReporter
Youwouldn'tlook twice at John

Ashbery if you didn't know him
already.He is not a man who walks

around with his fame plastered to
his forehead. In fact, the "fame" of
Ashbery trails afterhis name.
Ashbery, whois knownfor win-

ning theNationalBook Award, the
NationalBookCriticsCircle Award,
and the Pulitzer prize for his work
Self-Portrait in a Convex Mirror,
spoke to Seattle University students
in the Schafer auditoriumonMonday,Oct. 25.
All thisprestige wasbestowed on
Ashberyin 1976. He described this
periodin his life as one of thebest.
"Ithought,'People willattach these
titles to my name and Ican pretty
much do as Iplease,'" he laughed,
and the audiencelaughedwith him.
Don't get him wrong, he's a
humble man. Clad in onlya plaid
shirt, topped with a sweater vest
and sports jacket, Ashbery came
across as modest and unassuming.
When asked his reaction to dissertations writtenabout his work he
responded, "I haven't read any of
them. Ifeel embarrassed that someone has gone to so much effort to
12

write about me."
Ashbery teaches a class once a
week at Bard College inNew York.
He likes to give novice writers a
complicated assignment that moves
their mindsoff the poem they wish
to write. "OrI
give them a complicated poem... where you're so worriedaboutthe requirements that you
end up saying what you wanted to
say without knowing it," Ashbery
said.
Ashbery wasbornin 1927inRochester,New York. He had an affinity
for art at a young age, and took
classes to cultivate his interest. At
age 15, he won a current events
contest sponsored by Time magazine.The prizes weren't too appealing, sohechosetheleastdull option,
an anthology of modern American
and British poetry.

Wallace Stevens, Maryanne

with Laurel and Hardy short),Dis-

whichpoetry findsits way.Mostof

Moore, William Carlos Willams

cordant, and Homecoming.

Ashbery's advice for aspiring writ-

and Elizabeth Bishop among his
many inspirations.
Ashbery receivedhis big break
in 1956 when W.H. Auden wrote
theintroduction to Ashbery'sbook
of poetry, SomeTrees.This publication cemented hisplace in the
New York School ofPoets. Earlier in his career, he and some
other poetswouldreadtheirwork
to eachother to gain some sort of
confidence about their art. Now,
he feels confident enough to not

have friends critique his work.
"I'm more satisfied with my
just decidedto stick
poetry. Or, I
with it," he laughed.
Students took advantage of
Ashbery's time on campus to ask
him about his writing discipline,
his inspirations and his advice to

Ashbery describes himself as a
man who writes in the afternoon
because he has toomuch tosay inthe
morning and not enough at night.

ers centers around the idea that if
you don't plan what you want to
say, you will eventually say what

you want.
Ashbery's poetry contains an
abundance of cliches and halfphrases. He believes it has something to do with growing up in a
He starts with a cup of tea and suburban lifestyle. Ashbery thinks
finishes in time for the six o'clock cliches are a nostalgic way to get
news. "This results in poems that back to that.He was surrounded by
end before they should," he ex- TV and radio and feels that to "fall
plained.
into cliched speech doesn't make
"I sit down and write with really moving attempts any less moving."
no preconception of what Iwish to
"Clichesare ina waya holything.
write," Ashbery said. He further ex- They've gotta be important or
plained that he may carry around people would use other words. My
"Ilike to wait until it all shakes
down," Ashbery said. "I like to prepare myself by postponing writing
for most of the day."

some words but has no particular

use of cliches makes me a post-

project in mind whenhe begins writing. Thus, hisendresultis a surprise.
He explained thisprocess byquoting

modernist, even though I've been

Itis hard tomake sense ofmodern
Joyce Carol Oates, "I write to find
poetry,andAshberyempathizes with aspiring writers.
Ashbery thumbed through his out what Iwould have written."
this. His first encounter withmodem
Ashbery possesses a mystical bepoetry came from the anthology. poetry searching for something to
people,
Among
Like many
he didn't know read.
the workshe shared liefin accidents that isboth surprisquite how to make sense of it upon were At North Farm, Songs We ing andcomforting.He feels that ifa
Know Best (his rendition of the person gets interrupted fromwriting
his first reading.
"As Ibegan reading these works 1980's song "Reunited), Land- with a phonecall, thepoemhas now
Ihad a desire toemulate them. Little scape (a beautiful,literal transla- beenaffected.Whatever results from
by little, my desire to create art was tion of a poem by Baudelaire), thataccident was meant to be.
supplanted by my desire to write Just Walking Around, Laughing
Fromthis belief,it seems as though
poetry,"Ashberyexplained.Hecited Gary (a stolentitle from amovie Ashbery is a quasi-channel through

using cliches longbefore that term
was invented," Ashbery explained.
As Ashbery's hourlong visitdrew
to a close, a young man from the
back of theauditorium shouted out,
"Are you going to write tonight?"
"No, I
usually don't write when
I'm traveling," Ashbery said. And
with that, the audience applauded
and the ordinary looking man, consideredto be one of the most influential poets during this half of the
century, took his exit.
The Spectator
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SAM showcases American photography
An American Century ofPhotography:From Dry-plate to Digital
Amy Jenniges

News Editor

It's rainy season in Seattle. Fortunately, the Seattle Art Museum
has provided a wonderful photography exhibit in a warmdry hall to
lift the spirits of the soggy people.
An AmericanCentury ofPhotography: From Dry-plate to Digital
covers the years 1885 to the present
with over twohundred images.
The photos are from the Hallmark Photographic Collection,
started in 1964.The full collection
holds over 4,000 images. This exhibit is part of a 35th anniversary
celebration of the collection.
The exhibit,running until Jan. 9
ofnext year, drawsawide variety of
viewers.There is somethinghere to
draw just about anyone, from the
professional photographer to the
weekendhobbyist to the disposable
camera aficionado.
There are images the world has
seen of major events in the 20th
century. There are abstract photos
of vegetables.Thereareimmigrants,
movie stars, digital self portraits

and war.

allowed the artistsmore time toexThe first section,displaying the pand on the subjectof the photo and
period titled "A ReluctantModern- the finished image.
ism," chronicles the years from
Theresultis the beginning ofab1885 to 1915.
stract photos. Dadaism is covered
Photographywasa new technol- here, as are Edward Weston's phoogy that was just beginning to be tos that look deeper into texture,
used byamateurs.There wasa great notabl
exture of a
deal of experimentation with the
A
single
arsubject matter,
by
the
Ansel
rangement, and
represents
h e
technique.
vorkhed i d
Photographers
movedfromsimpleportraiture topictoralism. They staged
photos in an effort to justify it as a
form of art instead of an imitation
of reality.
This section holds everything
from snapshot-likephotos of families to images of theNative Americans in the vast West. Immigrants
and poor workers are also documented in this period of time.
"^^ period
Thenext segment is described as
Thistime
"Abstraction and Realism," cover- also shows the work done by the
ing the years 1915 to 1940.
photographers hired by the Farm
technology
photography
Security Administration to docuThe
of
point
to
the
that
the
ment the state of farms during the
progressed
had
process was much simpler. This GreatDepression.Dorothea Lange's
workis representedhere, asareother
trademark depressionimages.
Oneof the most shockingimages
of this time period is the exploding
Hindenburg, captured on film and
printed in newspapers across the
country the next morning.
The thirdgroupof photosareun-

a

"^^

Lip Syncers
rock the house
BryanBingold

Staff Reporter
Last Saturday night, the Pigott
Atriumwas wowedby thedancing
and lipsyncing of Seattle University students competing for the
chance to win $100. Who knew
that SU had such hidden talent?
Many ofthese amateurchoreographers have a good chance of making it intothe professional field.
Thenight wasMC'ed by SEAC
members Sonia Ruiz and Lillian
Carabeo. Highlighting the night
wasa special guest appearance of
SouthPark'sCartman during lans
Girls song of choice.
The all-star group of the
Biggidity Biggidity Bombs used
this evening to spread words of
love, serenity and world peace.
Never has an audience been so
affectedsincethefirst Woodstock.
The only disruption during this
melodious night was from sophomore Amy Baranski whoused the
periodbetween groups torandomly
shout out school mascotpossibilities to thecaptive audience. By the
endof thenight, even this reporter
foundhimselfclappingand laughing, caughtup in the SUfever.
Oneof thebestperformances of
the night was presentedby members ofSU'sswim team.Under the
moniker,Delucious,these girlsdid
their best torecreate that cultclassic "Fame."
Ecstasybrought anunrealhumorous representation of
Monica's and Brandy's "The Boy
isMine."During the stressofmidterms and the feeling of just getting settled down for school, the
Lip Sync provides a welcome'
chance torelaxandhavea goodol
The Spectator
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time for less than the cost of a
mocha at Caffe Vita.
The Sassy Six was able tobring
new meaning to Shania Twain's
"IFeellikea Woman." Not aman
present was able tohide the flood
ofredthat brightened theircheeks
after the Sassy Six's sexed up
Shania Twain.
The final performance was
brought to us by The CramMaster, who went to KISS-size extravagance in his stage set-up.
After five minutes of converting
the stageinto a construction zone,
theCramMasterbegan hisperformance. Throughthe humof feedback,theCramMaster wasableto
blend the frightening stage antics
of MarilynManson with the riffheavymusicofSilverchair's"Anthemforthe Year2000."TheCram
Master's political message at the
end was lost to the audience, as
Silverchair wasn't quite finished
with the song.
After a short deliberation, the
judgescame back toannounce the
winners. Coming in third place
and winning $50 was the peace
andlove messageof the Biggidity
Biggidity Bombs.One step up in
second place wasPinai Ecstasy.
Their winnings went upward to
the $75 range. Andsitting atopthe
heap of discarded lip syncers,
claiming first prize and title of
King of the Mountain, were the
Backstreet Babes withacool $ 100
to splitbetween them.
Even though winners were assigned, MCRuiz saidit best when
she proclaimed that every group
was a winner for getting up there
and providing entertainment for
the student body of SU.And what
a night of entertainmentit was.

der the title"From Public toPrivate
Concerns," documenting 1940 to

1965.
The endofthe depression,World

ject it portrays.
The information tends to focus
civil rights movement are all cov- moreon thehistory ofphotographic
ered in this shortest time segment. technique than the history of the
The first image viewers see in events it chronicles. Larger cards
this part of the gallery is the raising that divide the sections talk more
ofthe flag at IwoJima.Circling the about the events of the period than
roomare various photos document- the photos do.The photos aremore
ing everything from Babe Ruth's a reflection of the time they are
last game, to an unnamed movie from than a literal representation.
star at a movie premiere.
Peoplecluster aroundeachphoto
study the image and absorb the
to
The fourth and final section of
the galleryholds thecollectiontitled information on the card. Although
* "Image transformed," showing this can impede the flow and make
photos from 1965 to the present. it hard to drift from one photo to
Thesephotosencompass theViet- another, it'sinteresting to overhear
nam war, the space program, other people's comments on the
Watergate, environmental photos.
concern, thecolThe museum has also set up a
lapse of the So- largecoffee table andseveralchairs
vietUnion,and computerand com- halfway through the exhibit. There
are numerous photography books
t munication revolutions.
F
It is in this segment that new and magazines for people to leaf
L technologythat weare familiar through while sitting.
with today is showcased.ComIn addition to the actual exhibit,
technology
digital
and
the museum has several programs
puter
equipment have allowedartists to scheduled to complement it.
improve large format photos and
Photographer William Wegman
special effects.
willbe speakingthe eveningofNov.
10,
particularly
interesting
One
work
and there is a presentationby a
in this section is a montage of im- photo critic onNov. 12.
ages taken by NASA of the surface
There is a small photo exhibit by
of the moon. Themultitude of tiny local inner-city youth on the first
frames work together to portray the floor of the museum through the
contours ofthe moon.
end ofOctober.
Theexhibit moves the viewerin
The SAM also has an extensive
a circle from section to section, siteon the web to add to the exhibit
with cards accompanying each at www.seattleartmuseum.org.
War 11, theCold War, the Korean

War, the nuclear arms race, and the

photo.

Thecards givebackgroundinfor- Photo: Pleasures and Terrors of
mation on the artist, the technique Levitation 99. Photo courtesy
used, or perhaps the event or sub- Seattle A rtMuseum /AaronSiskind

why say it twice
when once will suffice?
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Volleyball getting better every game
as the Vulcans strung point after muchmore about aspectacularteam
point together while forcing each effort than individual numbers.
SU serve back to a sideout. If it
On Tuesdaynight, the Chieftains
an athletic team from
hustle plays. Solid defensive plays lookedliketheChieftains werestartfaced
— Chaminade
by Michelle Manlangit and great ing to fold, that was not the case
University. While they
blocks at the net by MandyMatzke they showed no signs of quitting. continued to showprogress as they
In the third set, SU looked as did through each game of the
also contributed to the team's impressive performance against the good as theyhave at any time they homestand, the end result was the
hayepiayed athome al1season The same, the Chieftains lost.
Wildcats.
The Wildcats were extremely match started with the teams tradFrom the beginning of the first
accurate in their hittingand aggres- ing a few points back and forth. game itlooked at though the Chiefsively won the second game 15-0. UHH stayedjust 1or 2points ahead tains wouldbe in trouble. The SilThe game included some great ral- the whole time. But then SU began ver Swords easily found therhythm
of bump,set, spike andbeatSU 15lies. Without looking at the playing inspired volleyball.
Scoreboard it seemedas thoughthe
It seemedthat every time a Vulcan -2 in the first set.
Previously this season,theChiefgame was even.
player tried to spike the ball, their
Despite relentless hustle offthe attempt ata kill was dugby a diving tains lost focus in the second set of
bench by Freeda Battle and more Chieftain, frustrating the Vulcans matches,but that was not the case as
powerfulhitting from Matzke, the to no end. Other times, the ball they rallied in the second set. For
Chieftains struggled to get points would sailback and forth over the every huge kill blasted by a Silver
on the board.
net before SU would gain control Sword,it seemedthere wasa Chief-

until the very end. Wolfert and
Homer continued to come through
with some powerful hits and great

.

Despite an
awesome SU
team effort

in the

third game, the

Wildcats capitalizedontheirscoring opportunities

and won 15-10.
Fired upChieftains led to fired
up fans and
cheering erupted
Jeremy Edwards/ Staff Photographer
in
thestands.The
Nicki Wolfert risesabovethe netfor the vicious spike whileher team awaits.
score was tiedon
get points on theboardas theSaints two different ocJESSIE DELAUNAY
counterattacked for sideouts every casions, and the
Reporter
time. Powerful hits and great de- SU women stayed
Ford Clary
fense in the back line carried the close, but were
Saints to their second victory of the stopped in their
Sports Editor
evening. Despite the determined tracks when they
Seattle University's women's passing and aggressiveplays of the reachedlOpoints.
volleyball team hosted the St. Chieftains, the Saints won 15-0.
The Wildcats ran
Martin'sCollege Saints on Friday
The middle hitters from St. away with the
evening tokick off a gruelingsched- Martin'scontinued todominate the game from there,
ule of four games in five nights. net inthethird game.Missed serves but not beforethe Nicki Wolfert, MarieHomerandMelissa Langstonanticipate where toreturn theball.
Spirits were high going into the andpoor communicationhurt some Chieftainsexperigame, as the Chieftains were scoring opportunities for theChief- encedthe caliberof team theycould and smash it to the floor on the tain firing one back at them. CU
was eventually able to wear down
psyched for acompetitive matchup. tains, and the Saints won the third be,and the type of team they could Vulcans' side.
The two teams had similarrecords game 15-2, winningthe entirematch beat.
In fact the Chieftains played so SUfora 15-6 win,butthegame was
and theChieftain womenwerecon- in 45 minutes.
The Chieftains looked good on well thatUHH wasforced to take a closer than that score indicates.
team
win,
Connolly
coming off a day of rest. timeout, something no other oppothey
Monday
fident that
could earn a
The
entered the
The third set was more of the
Center with a vengeance on Satur- They stepped onto the court witha nent has had todoal1season.Coach same as SU played hard, but was
unfortuantly it did not happen.
The Chieftains had a slow start, dayevening.TheCentral Washing- lookof confidence in their eyes as Steve Nimocks and his team were caught out ofpositionacouple times.
and unfortunately their greathustle ton University Wildcats were the they faced the University of Ha- obviously pleased, since they had Those minormistakes gave the Siland teamwork could not keep them unsuspecting victimsof a team that waii-HiloVulcans.
earlier mentioned it as one of their ver Swords enough momentum to
in the game. The Saints captured had something to prove. Although
While the Chieftains played ag- goals toforce an opponenttimeout. earn a 15-4 victory, and take the
Despite a heroic effort and exu- match 3-0.
the first game with a commanding the Wildcats won the match, the gressively, the Vulcans matched
Chieftainsmadea spectacularshow- their intensity in the first set, win- berant fan support, SU could not
15-1 score.
The Chieftains head out on the
AggressiveplaybyMarieHomer ing and improved tremendously ning15-3. UHH seemed to always hang on, and they lost the third set, road on Friday to face the Western
and Nicki Wolfert providedsparks from their previous game.
Washington University Vikings.
findthe one spot theChieftains were 15-8.
The energizedChieftains lost the not coveringand put theball there.
Wolfert again led the team in The match is scheduled to start at
throughout the game for the SU
women, but the team struggled to first game 15-8, but kept it close
SU dropped the second set 15-0, kills with 10, but this game was 7:30 p.m.

Staff

Women ready for regionals
DREW HERDENER

Staff Reporter

Ford Clary
Sports Editor

game,it was clear that the Chief- iams, Jessie Pope and goalkeeper
tains were too much for the Ever- Carrie Geraghty did not allow a
—
green State College Geoducks to single shotongoalallday not one
handle. A mere two minutes into shot in 90 minutes of play. Backup
the game,forwardTrishaTateyama goalieElizabethAndersonplayed a

ascended closer to the all-time part in frustrating the Geoducks too.
Themore thingschange,the more women's soccer scoring record at She spelled Geraghty in the second
they seem tostay the same. At least SU when she blasted a goal. The half, resulting in the third shared
for the women's soccer team it ap- goal was set up off a feed from shutout for the tandem.
pearedthat way this weekend.
forwardNicholeSauvageau.
The Geoducks could have used
Althoughtheir game onSaturday
Tateyama took the feed and some of the Chieftain brand of dewas changed to start one hour later dribbled through defenders who fense but theycould not musterany
thanoriginallyplanned,the women were frozen in their tracks by her Midway through the first half,
stayed the same. They relied on moves.She then fired the ball into midfielder Kristin Denny doubled
staunchdefense and preciseoffense the left corner of the goal, leaving the Chieftain lead.On the first goal
toearna 5-0 victoryoverEvergreen herselfjust seven points awayfrom of herSU career,Denny arche,d the
State College. Those were also the breaking the SU record.
ball perfectly over the ESC goalie
keys in their 4-1 win on Sunday
The slick Chieftain offense was from 15 yardsout. The DownyBear
against Colorado ChristianUniver- not the only highlight of the day, could not have made the ball land
however. The defense dominated.
sity.
See Regionals on page 17
Fromthebeginningof Saturday's The defensive core of Sheryl Will-

.

14

Jennifer Higgins skillfully dribbles past two Cougar defenders.
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Chieftains play three, but go only1-1-1
U-WEN LEE
StaffReporter
At first glance, it appeared as

though the United Nations were in
town for anunscheduledvisit.From
Germany to Venezuela, Brazil to
Jamaica, these were just some of
the seven nationalities on display
from the 7th-rankedBarry University men's soccer team.
For the weekend, the team first
held a resilient BUclub toadoubleovertime tie, before venting their
frustrations againstColoradoChristianUniversitytwodays laterin a3-1 win. Last night they lost 3-2 to
Simon Fraser.
OnFriday atChampionshipField,
the Buccaneers fromBUstrodeinto
town and were in the mood for a
fight. However, the visitors' frequent tendency to push earlyin the
game was noticed by the referee,

and SU punished them forit.In the
sixth minute, a free kick was
awarded to the Chieftains on the
right edge of the goal box.
Onthe attempt, frosh forward Joe
Watson timedhis kick with deadly

accuracy,stunning everyone in attendance bytucking theball sweetly
into theleft cornerof the net. It was
the dream start that every SU fan
wanted, and the en fuego Watson
celebrated his seventh goal of the
season with a somersault.
The Buccaneers were visibly
rattled by the early setback and
surged forward in search of the
equalizinggoal.Theyalmost found
it threeminutes later, but the attack
was punched away by SU goalkeeper Jeremiah Doyle, before the
defense shepherded the ball to
safety.
SU had a golden opportunity to
take a 2-0lead at halftime with yet
another free kick chance. The
Buccaneers' Brazilian goalkeeper
Vinicius Cavani showed his South
American flairbyparrying the ball
away before the referee called for
the halftime break.
The visitors brought on German
attackerMichael Boltenfor the second period, and he showed his tactical knowledge of the game by
playingakey roleinthe Buccaneers'
comeback. In the 53rd minute, a

foul inside the
box gave the
Buccaneers a
controversial
penalty kick.
Midfielder
Andres Lopez
took aim, and
despite a valiant
attemptbyDoyle
to block the shot,

the Scoreboard
instantly flashed

1-1.

BU almost
completed a remarkable turn-

around as their
junior defender,
Alonso Alamo,
picked uptheball

Froshphenom Joe Watsoncrosses the ballinfrontofthegoal.Heearned anassistontheplay.
from 12 yards
out. Incredibly, he not only man- SU's substitute Jeb Thomas sent a Cougars from CCU whowould feel
aged tomiss the target,but scooped long pass across the face of the the wrath ofthe Chieftains. SU was
theball high over the net for a goal goal, but no one could connect on clad in a jersey of black, a color
the threatening cross. The game matching their temper. In the 12th
kick.
moved
into overtime with both minute,apinpoint cross from Gavin
Thegame turned ugly when both
teams
reluctant
to buckle under Hewitt was met by Watson, andhis
teams' tempers flared due to the
right-footed shot was hammered
personalpride atstakeinthismatch. pressure.
In
the
extra
home for the opening goal.
period,Doyle
a
showed
Thereferee blew total of67 fouls
why
SU then doubled its advantage in
dependable
he
is
the
rock
of
playandbooked four
the
the
SU
defense
as
he
out
25thminute. An almostsimilar
kept
cards,
one
yellow
ers with
shot after another. Barry attacked scenario to the first goalsawacross
from BU. The home withthemajority ofthepossession, from the left by captain Jamin
team then lost Nelson
whileSUcould barely getachance Olmstead, which was finished off
and forward Gavin at theball.It wasa full 12 minutes withstyleby Eisemaninto thesame
Hewitt due to injury. before SUcould evenget a whiffof corner.The ball bulged the backof
Hewittfell awkwardly theBuccaneers' goal. The visitors the net, and it was 2-0 Chieftains.
and play was halted almost stole the victory, but Doyle
Two minutes later, the game was
againproved
once
to
be
a
thorn
in
almost put out of reach by SU. A
for fiveminutes as he
received treatment.He

their side with a comfortab\e two-

was eventuallysubsti- handed catch.
At the end of the second overtuted for as the game
approacheda nail-bit- time. Buccaneer Hylton was oneon-onewith Doyle.SU neededone
ing finish.
Essex-bornAndrew more save from their giant goalHylton presented keeper, and he delivered to preBolten with a delight- servethe stalemate.For the second
ful chance toscore,but straight game,SU ended witha 1the German had al- -1 tieindouble overtime.
ready strayed into an
On Sunday afternoon,it was the

Senior forwardManuel Ruizbattles it out with a Cougar defenderin Sunday's game. offside position.Then

Chiefta\v\ cross neededorvVy ax.o\icV>
before going into the net, but it was

hacked off the line by Cougar
midfielder Jeff Mills.
Ho"'ever,SU exploited the Cougars' achilles' heel onceagain,with
anothergoal similar to the first two.
This time it was Watson who provided the assist, and Hubley pow-

See Fall to Simon on page 17
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Sports
Fall to Simon: big lossfor men
Continued
page 15

October 28, 1999

corner kicks to the
Geoducks' one.
On Sunday, the
from
Chieftains were almost asdominatingas ered a header past the despairing
the day before. They CCU goalie,CharlieBurke.
With a3-0leaditlooked as though
picked up their third
straight victory as they the Chieftains were in cruise controuncedthe Cougars trol, however they shouldn't have
from CCU.
taken their foot off the pedal beDenny scored for cause the Cougars came roaring
the second day in a back five minutes later.Thereferee
row to continue her judged that forward Eric Williams
hot streak. Just eight had been brought down in the box,
minutesintothegame, and a penalty kick was awarded to
she tooka penaltykick the visitors.
and converted it by
SUcoachPete Fewingwasonhis
blasting the ball past feet protesting the call, but the refthe Cougar goalie.
eree turned adeaf earas Ricky Ray
SU was leading the converted the kick to cut the score
game 1-0 until mid- to 3-1. In the 42nd minute, Doyle
ToniRiccelliracespastaColoradoChristian defender onher wayto thegoal.
was uncharacteristically out of poway through the firs
half when CCU forward Erin sition as the Cougars pressed forBrunelle looped the ball over SU ward yet again. However, the SU
goalie Geraghty's head and into defense regrouped to clean up the
Continued from page 14
the back of the net.
the day of firsts.
mess as the game paused for halfTheChieftains were determined time.
more softly in theback of the net.
Fischer took a rebound off of
In the second half,it was Cougar
Taking the lead from Denny, Jessica Lemmon'sshot ongoaland not to let CCU go into halftime
midfielder Jennifer Higgins scored bootedit past the goalie. It washer with the momentumin their favor. CharlieBurkewhostoleallthelimeher first collegiategoal. Just three firstcollegiategoal, butthelastone Enter Sauvageau, who made sure light.His display offine goalkeeping
thattheCougarshadnodoubt which kept his team in thematch. He put
minutes after Denny notched her for the Chieftains for the day.
goal, Higgins nailed a ball just inAfter the game, Coach Julie team was in control of the match on an inspired performance which
sidethe right post toputher name in Woodward was glad that she had when she scored just before the left one wondering what he had
half.Denny arched abeautiful cor- been doing in the first half.In the
thebooks.Fellowmidfielder Diane been able to use allher players.
nerkick justin front ofthegoaland 68th minute, midfielder Jon
depth.
Martiniello got the assist.
"Thisgameshowcased our
halftime,
Just before
midfielder Our reserves outplayed their start- Sauvageauleapt, heading the ball Yamauchi volleyedaferocious shot,
placed
Jennifer Baker
a penalty ers throughout this contest. That to the left of the goalie to convert but Burke produced the saveof the
kick just over the goalie's head to depth willprove invaluable as we
the opportunity, giving SU a 2-1 matchbyleaping off theground and
fisting theball away withbothhands.
give the Chieftains a 4-0lead going advance to regionals," Woodward halftimelead.
into the locker room.
said.
The Chieftains opened the sec- Yamauchi attempted to exact reInthe second half,the Chieftains
As though the5-0 victory was not ond half with—more of what got venge later, but his lowdrive was
were unable to score until, with evidenceenough of a thrashingby them the lead relentless attack- saved by Burke as well.
ing and precision ball placement.
about 25 minutes left in the game, SU, itshouldbenotedthattheChiefYamauchi andKevinHouck were
midfielderKatie Fischercontinued tainsoutshot ESC 36-0 and had 14
When only22seconds hadticked given generous amounts of space

Regionals: womenplaying well

■

t

If

Dolan chipped a

ball that lofted just
over the goalie's
outstretchedhands
and gently landed
behind her. Defender
Toni
Riccelli had theassist on the play.
Twenty minutes
later, Riccelli
added another assist,but this timeit
came off amissed
shot. Midfielder
Stephanie Provost
placed the ball in
front of thegoalfor
Riccelli, who got
to the ball but shot
itoffthe right post.
Sauvageau
chargedthe netand
bootedtherebound
past the fallen
goalie to complete
the scoring in the
4-1 SU victory.
SU'srecordimproved to 12-4-1
overall and 4-1-1
in Pac-West play.
TheChieftains are
currently ranked

ANIMALS
CHFE
550 12th Huenue
(Betiueen Cherry & Jefferson)

*Serving Uiuace Coffee
HOURS
Monday-Friday 7am - 7 pm
Saturday Bam - Bpm

SU's next game
is scheduled for

Invites you to bring a Friend ■
:Buy One Get One Free Espresso! i
■

one coupon per customer exp. Nov. 12, 1999
The Spectator

"

Saturday Oct.30 at
12p.m. This game
has be moved up
because the NAIA
Regional Tournament
will be
moved ahead to
Nov. 5 and 6.

down the right flanks, as that was
the source of the Chieftains' main

offense. In the 83rd minute, Hewitt
sprinted 50 yards with the ball and
letloose with ashot,butBurke once
again put up the "No Entry" sign
anddeniedthe goal.Thegameended
3-1, butthe score could easily have
reached double figures without
Burkes heroics.
Senior Chieftain defender
LawrenceClowry wassatisfied with

the win but agreed that it should
have been more convincing. "We
managed to get our shots in, and it
was a great game overall.Our defense was tough, andyou could see
that we wanted more goals too,"
Clowry said. Whenaskedabout the
referee's decision to award CCU
the first half penalty, Clowry argued that it wasa bad call. "Doyle
got the ball cleanly, and it should
have never been a penalty kick in
the first place. But we showed a lot
moreheart today and that puts us in
a confident mood," he said.
SU carried that confidence into
last night game atSimon Fraser,but
it was not enough to get the win.
SFU dominated on their way toa3-2 win.
The dominance was especially
evident in the first half as the Clan
got goals from Chris Jarvie and
KevinTodd. Jarvie's goal came of
a touch pass from Todd, while
Todd's goal was blasted off the
rebound from Neal Yeung's shot.
In the second half, SFU put one
more goal on the board.
This time Tomas Ernst headed
the ball in off of a Harry Sandhu
assist. The scorecame on a set play
from a free kick.
SU finally was able to breakthrough for a score in the 54th
minute. Watson headed aball across
the goal andinto thenet to leavethe
Chieftains behind 3-1.
With themomentum ontheirside,
SU keptattacking. Hewitt was able
topunch home a score with18minutes \eft in Ihe game.He found a

rebound from the goalie in front of
his foot andquickly depositedit for
the score.
SU is currently ranked No. 21
among NAIA men'ssoccer schools.
Their record now stands at 7-7-4
overall.Thefinalhome gameof the
regular season is this Saturday
against Western Washington University. Kickoff is scheduled for 2
p.m. atChampionship Field.

Intramural Scoreboards
FOOTBALL
Men's Open
FullRack 53
The Muffs 0

TempDoggas 22
T-bone0

$60 in thebank 28
Dirty Birds0

MixedPlate34
CarbolicSmoke8

Da Hui 2
Stop it some more0

FullRack 33
$60 in thebank 19

8-0-8 14
Sweetness8

FierceBush 30
Dirty Birds6

Corec Open
BAMF's 32
Jack Attack 24

Corec Open
PerrosLuchados 2
Dinosaurs 0

T-T-Ight 2
Fresh off theBoat0

GHEE winby forfeit
over Buck Naked

Marianas Club 2
SpikeMonkeys 0

BAMF's 20
GHEE 6

MarianasClub 2
Dinosaurs 1

Dirty Birds 26
StaffInfection 15
Rangers winby forfeit

overTheMuffs

Men's Rec
Carbolic Smoke 32
IRA 6
8-0-8 27
Temp Doggas 8
Sweetness 14
SteelNipples2

v

CorecRec
Train Spotter 7
Red Wolves 6
Towerof Power 24
ButterKnives 0

SpikeMonkeys2
Fresh off the Boat0
Perros Luchados 2
T-T-Ight 0

MixedPlate54
BellBoys0

Dinosaurs 2
INDOOR VOLLEYBALL T-T-Ight 0
Men's Open
Da Hui 2
MarianasClub 2
TeamGuam 1
Fresh off theboat0

Death Machines 10
T-Bone 0

TeamGuam 2
Stopit some more 1

PerrosLuchados 2
SpikeMonkeys 1
17

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
of Seattle University

COMINGEVENTS
Club Workshop
Last Chance for All Clubs to send one representative to
the second mandatory ASSU Club Workshop if they did
not attend the first workshop. It will be held on Friday
Oct. 29, from 1:30-2:30 p.m. in the Schafer Auditorium
(Library, Ist Floor).

Come to Council meetings on Wednesdays, from
6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. in SUB 205. For more
information about Council subcommittees, contact the ASSU office at 296-6050.

Thirsty Thursday
Tonight at the Elysian from 9 p.m. -close. Happy Hour
prices with your SU ID!!

ATTENTION: CLUBS
CLUBS YOU HAVE UNTIL NOV. 1 TO REREGISTER
IF YOU WANT TO BE AFFILIATED WITH ASSU.
f
99
Fall
Cruise
207,
GEORGE
SUB
TO
IN
APPLICATIONS.
TURN
Date: Friday, November 5
SEDANO'S OFFICE.
CLUBS- PLEASE CHECK YOUR MAIL BOXES
REGULARLY. THANKS!

Time : 10p.m.- 1 a.m. (boarding at 9:30p.m.)
Ticket: Singles $15/Groups of 4 @$12 ea.
Venue: Pier 55, Downtown Seattle
Dress Code: Semi-formal

Tickets can be purchased from Columbia St. Cafe (12Clubs Committee will now meet on Tuesdays in the -1 p.m./
p.m.), Pigott (12-1 p.m./5:30-6:30 p.m.),
5:30-6:30
p.m.
Cafe/ISC
at
9:30
Crossroads
CAC, ISC. For more information call the ISC at 296-6260.
DO YOU NEED MONEY FOR YOUR CLUB?
Interested in making money and gaining exposure by
sponsoring a campus-wide event? Contact Peter Koski in
the ASSU office to find out how. Call him at 296-6050,
or e-mail him at koskip@seattleu.edu.

ATTENTION ALL FROSH:
There will be a madnatory assembly on
Wednesday, Nov. 3, 1999
12:00-1:00 p.m.
Pigott Auditorium
MASCOT NEWS...
Are you a sports fanatic in need of an outlet for your
energy? You might be perfect as the new school mascot!
Look for more info to come on tryouts!

Join the Jammers!
Come support the Cross Country Team during their meet
at Lincoln Park, Saturday, Oct. 30. Plan on leaving around
9 a.m. and returning by noon. Email nhinder@
seattleu.edu for details.
Cheer on the Men's Soccer Team as they face Western on
Saturday, Oct. 30 at 2 p.m. Help sink the Vikings' ship!
Marksmanship Club Info.
- All are welcome
Monday,Nov. 8 - Trap Shooting Clinic
Friday, Nov. 19 Christmas Party Members only

For fUrther information call:
Jacob Faris, President Phone: 206-363-4286
E-mail: farisjac@seattleu.edu or
Dr. Tadie, Faculty Moderator Phone: 296-5422

Destination: Cuba

SU panelists talk about the politics and personal rewards of

traveling to Cuba, as well as plannning tips Wednesday, Nov.
3, 12-1 p.m. in the Casey Atrium. For more information call
296-2114.

The Pope is coming to SU!!

Well, actually, his biographer is coming. Spend an evening
with George Wcigel, author of Witness to Hope: The
Biography of Pope John Paul 11. Come join us in the Pigott
Auditorium on Nov. 8 at ,7:30 p.m. Please make sure you
bring your student ID. RSVP 206-292-0401 Ext. 111.

seac Qsac ssac seac ssac ssac ssac
CAMPION BALLROOM
OCTOBKK 31, 1999
4:30-5:30 p.m.
FREE
♥MORECLASSES TO COME: 11/6*

WINTERBALL
NOVEMBER 13, 1999
"muiEnraum ni6HTS"

-

Pacific Science Center 9 p.m. Ia.m.
Two dance floors, laser light show, planetarium,
salsa band, food, pictures, free giveaways from

KUBEl!!!

Tickets go on sale November 1 at the CAC.
Prices are $17 per person, $30 per couple, and
$70 per group of 6.

OCTMTIES COUNCIL
STUDENT BVSNT CUMD
SSOC 296-6048

ssac Qsac ssac ssac seac seac ssac

Marketplace

October 28, 1999

Fred Hutchinson Cancer Work Study at
BonAppetit
LocajBookstore
On Campus positions still Researcn Center
Support Specialist
System
available!
-Casey Commons Server
Monday Friday
$8/hr. plus tips 1lam-2pm
-Sullivan Law Center Barista
Monday - Thursday
$8.50/hr. llam-7pm
-Columbia Street Cafe Deli
Server
Monday-Friday
llam-2pm $7.00/hr

#JG-9551 -Part Time
Provide general HW/SW support to center employees. Mm.
6 months exp. in set up and
maintenance of computer HW/
SW. VAX/VMS exp. required,
Solaris (UNIX) a+.
Ability to lift and carry computer weighing up to 50 lbs.
More info ©www.fhcrc.org or
jobline ©206-667-2977.
-Catering Server
$7.00/
Include job# w/ resume &
flexible schedule
hr.
FREE meals included!
email/fax/or mail to FHCRC/
Applications available at HR, 1300 Valley Steer, Seattle,
WA9BIO.
Bellarmine #lls.
For more information please call Email (as MS Word attachment
296-6310 or apply
' at each mdi- or inserted into message) to
vidual location.
jobresponses@thcrc.org,
FAX 206-667-6861. FHCRC is

-

anEOE

Help Wanted
Need active, mobile student.
Willing to collect data immediately from local businesses.
Must provide own transportation and camera. Can earn upwardsofslooaday.
Call lisa (4">5) 889-9371

V

vHL

Part-time at espresso deli

Ideal position for
bilingual student
Telephone customerservice support(no telemarketing) Must be
proficient in English & Span-

-

ish
$10.00/hour, 12-20hours/week.
Flexible scheduling. Downtown
workplace/ fast growing, high
tech firm. Basic computer skills
(Windows 98/NT environment)
required. Must be absolutely reliable. Punctuality is vital,
Piease contact Suzanne (206)
436-2353 formoreinformation.

Call 621-9936 dwntn. location

Babysitter Needed
Capitol Hill,St. Joseph sNe.gh- All ClaSSXfxedS
borhood, 3.5 & 9 yr. old girls, and personal ads
Thursday nights, 6-9:15, on a must be submitreg. basis. Call 323-0599. Start- ted by Friday at

ingslo/hr.

5 pnu for fche

WE WANT YOURBLOOD!
Celebrate Halloween by donating blood. Today 10/28, 10am12pm, 1 -4pm Bellarmine 1891.

Thursday
*

Please

-

cdi-

Pre-pay
P V

Awareness Week Events-

AAW is brought to you by the Alcohol ft Other Drug Prevention Team, Peer Educators, Public Safety,
Residential Living, Residence Hall Association, and Wellness ft Prevention

The Dangers of Alcohol: j | SU Traffic Report
Graphic Presentation I ! Major Accident at 11th

A dramatic performance
about alcohol
consumption and sexual |
assault with a discussion
to follow
BPM-9130PM PlgOtt Aud.
Sponsored by Residential Living,
Wellness & Prevention, and Peer

Educators

Wednesday, November 3

Victims of Drunk
Driving: A Panel
Discussion
7:3OPM-B:3OPM StimSOn
Sponsored by Wellness & Prevention

and DWI Victims Panel

Wednesday, November 3

Tuesday, November 2

Rites of Passage
performed by uw committee on
Alcohol a substance Awareness

The Spectator

ThQ Spectator ± a
The NW Leading valet service
where it s at I
is now hiring. FT/PT positions
available. Ay. $8-$11 per hr.,
paid training and benefits avail- To advertise,
able. Silver Cloud Valet NW call Romie Ponce
at (206)296-6474
(206) 633-4944. Ask for Wes.
or f ax her at
Law Student for
(206)296-6477.
LAW CLERK
15-25hrs./wk.Small downtown
firm in estate & business plan"ing- Duties include case man- The cost for
agement, drafting, correspon- classifieds is
dence, legal research and gen- $2.00 for the
eral administration. Preferred first twenty
familiraity with Word 7.0, 50 words and 10
wpm, attention to detail and centsaword
good writting skills. Contact
thereafter#
Maila ©Lyons Law Offices

Pages Books News & Web on
15th AveEis hiring work study
students for 18hr/week jobs as
booksellers & eventorganizers.
Website coordinators. Rates
from $7-9/hr. Send resume &
letter
via e-mail
to:
orders@pagesnet.com or fax to
302-7405 EOE

Cabrini Medical building. 901
Boren Aye $7.00/hr.
Models Needed
wk (206)442-9503
Foil Highlighting Models
Needed for salon training.
(206)425-277-5689
hrn

Monday, November 1

■

Valet Attendant

1

1

Aye.

7PM-BPM Bellarmine

A Uve Demonstration of
an emergency response
tQ Q c/ran^c drying
accident
12 NOON 11th Aye. Mall

Lobby
sponsored by Beiiarmine Resident
Assistants

><*' v

I

MK^fekLilSg^
iU

Sponsored by Public Safety, Wellness
& Prevention, Peer Eduators, Seattle
Fire & Police Depts

f^^^~^^^f)
\^m^

Thursday, November

4~]|

The Inside Scoop: How
Alcohol Effects Your
Body and the Law

Friday. November 5

Mocktails & Karaoke
Hioht
BPM-11PM
Xavier Lobby

7:3OPM-9PM Campion
Ballroom
Sponsored by Public Safety and
Campion Tower Resident Assistants

a E. Columbia

|

Sponsored by Wellness & Prevention,
Peer Educators, and Xavier Hall
Council
j
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11/2 -Showing of Goonies© 7 p.m. on the first
floorof the Student Union Building.
11/3 -Noon liturgy at the Chapel of St.Ignatius to
kick off this year's Hunger Sweep.
11/3 -Victims ofDrunk Driving: a panel discussion
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10/30 Women's soccer vs. Western Washington
University, noon © Championship Field.
10/3°- Men>s soccer vs. Western Washington
University, 2 p.m. ©Championship Field.
10/30 " Cross Country' Pacific West Conference Meet,
10 a>m- ® Lincoln Park
10/3 ~ Seattle Thunderbirds vs Saskatoon, 7 p.m. @
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10/29 Seattle Thunderbirds vs. Spokane Chiefs, 7
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11/1 Alcohol Awareness weeks begins with a
dramatic performance about alcohol consumption
and sexual assault © 8 p.m. in the Pigott
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-10/28 Thirsty Thursday sponsored by the Senior
Class Committee © Elysian Brewery, 12thand Pike.
Happy Hour from 9 p.m. to close with SU student I.D.
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war is declared in hopes to resolve this conflict once and for all.
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!/1 ~ Women's soccer vs. Montana St. Billings, 2
@ CnamPlonsniP Field
11/1- Seahawks "vs. Green Bay Packers ©Lambeau
Field' 5P-m PST It>s the first time the Seahawks
.„ , «
v
i
played
have
Monday NiSht Football
Since 1988"-Ford
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10/28 Zap Mama © The Showbox,8 p.m. Tickets
$18 inadvance, $20 at door.
10/29 -Sky Cries Mary ©The Showbox. Tickets $10
at Ticketmaster, 8 p.m.
10/30 JohnPopper © The Showbox, Tickets $25 at
Ticketmaster, Bp.m.
10/30 Botch gives the lastshow at RCKNDY, $8 © 7

-

pjn-

10/31 -The Truthabout theU.S. role in Kosovo©
Seattle Anti-War Collective, 1-4 p.m. Call 527-7055 for
moreinf0'
11/1 -Queensryche ©The Paramount, 8 p.m..
Tickets $29.50-37.50 at Ticketmaster.
11/2 Luscious Jackson withBen Lee @ The King
Cat Theatre. $16 in advance.
11/4 Radical Women public meeting © 7:30 p.m.
Call 722-6057 for more Information.
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